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High throughput, low energy consumption:
AVENTUS to showcase high-performance
packaging systems at interpack


Joint venture for a broad range of solutions



Powerful and low-maintenance units for free-flowing bulk materials



Solutions for agriculture as well as the chemicals, salts, fertilisers
pet food and animal feed industries

Warendorf (Germany), February 25, 2020 – Combined expertise at
interpack: AVENTUS GmbH & Co. KG will be presenting its
comprehensive range of packaging solutions at the leading trade
fair for the packaging industry for the first time on 7–13 May. The
joint venture founded in 2018 between the global market leaders
HAVER & BOECKER and WINDMÖLLER & HÖLSCHER will be
presenting, among other machines, a particularly powerful system
for free-flowing bulk materials. Apart from that, AVENTUS will be
showcasing an energy-efficient maintenance-friendly palletiser at
Booth C42 in Hall 15.
Global market leaders HAVER & BOECKER (H&B) and WINDMÖLLER
& HÖLSCHER (W&H) have kept a solid name in the packaging industry
for decades. The two packaging equipment specialists founded the joint
venture AVENTUS in 2018 in order to combine the expertise of both
companies. “We are the intersection between both global market
leaders,” says AVENTUS Sales Director Claus Ohlmeyer. “We are
responsible for combining, developing and marketing the two
companies’ established technologies for filling and packaging freePage 1 of 4

flowing bulk materials from one source.” This pooled capability is to
benefit customers in agriculture as well as the chemicals, salts,
fertilisers, pet food and animal feed industries in a full range of
machines and services. AVENTUS will be presenting this range for the
first time at its joint booth with W&H at interpack.

A perfect combination of expertise and technology
The trade-fair exhibit will be centred on a particularly powerful
packaging machine for free-flowing bulk materials. The system fills up
to 2,600 bags at a weight of 25 kilograms per hour. The components
are durable against wear, keeping availability high in this packaging
solution. The unit also benefits from advanced measuring and cooling
systems as well as a complete data management system.

An energy-efficient palletiser with a low carbon footprint is another
highlight. The packaging system for open and valve bags from the
NEWTEC BAG PALLETIZING subsidiary is also low on maintenance.

Full-service offering for customers
In addition, AVENTUS supplies a variety of services and conversions to
help improve lifetime and efficiency in existing H&B and W&H units.
Amongst other things, the joint venture will be presenting an improved
filling spout promising a significant reduction in unit maintenance for
users. The packaging specialist will also be showcasing an optimised
dosing unit that promises to bring about a substantial increase in output.

AVENTUS will be exhibiting at interpack on 7–13 May together with
WINDMÖLLER & HÖLSCHER at Booth C42, Hall 15. HAVER &
BOECKER will also be at the trade fair at Booth A27 in Hall 12.

For more detail see: https://www.aventus.global/
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Photos and photo captions:
(Source: AVENTUS GmbH)

Download link for photos:
http://pressefotos.sputnik-agentur.de/album/6868bl

Captions for press release

Filling machine for free-flowing bulk materials:
At interpack AVENTUS will be presenting a particularly powerful
packaging machine for free-flowing bulk materials. The system fills up
to 2,600 bags at a weight of 25 kilograms per hour.

Palletiser:
The palletizer from NEWTEC BAG PALLETTIZING is energy efficient,
has a low CO2 footprint and is easy to maintain.

Claus Ohlmeyer:
"AVENTUS is the intersection between the two world market leaders
HAVER & BOECKER and WINDMÖLLER & HÖLSCHER in the field of
packing and palletising technology for free-flowing bulk materials",
explains Claus Ohlmeyer, Sales Director at AVENTUS.
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About AVENTUS GmbH & Co. KG

The AVENTUS GmbH & Co. KG is a manufacturer of packaging systems for
industrial applications with headquarters in Warendorf near Münster in northwestern Germany. The joint venture founded in 2018 between the global
market leaders HAVER & BOECKER and WINDMÖLLER & HÖLSCHER
manufactures and markets filling systems for free-flowing bulk materials
alongside palletising and load-securing systems. The comprehensive
portfolio from AVENTUS mainly serves agriculture as well as the chemicals,
salts, fertilisers, pet food and animal feed industries. The palletiser specialist
NEWTEC BAG PALLETIZING is a full subsidiary of AVENTUS.
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